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Chapter 891: Support 

In the command center of the theHelicarrier, the team responsible for the energy attack on the center 

of London is nervously adjusting the energy output. 

However, the Aether Particle below has fully adapted to the energy blow of this intensity, and the speed 

of devouring is getting faster and faster. If this continues, the main energy of the Helicarrier will be 

consumed and drop to a dangerous level. 

Rogers, who was standing in the command center console, didn’t say anything after hearing this warning 

from Agent Coulson. Of course, Rogers knew that the Halicarrior was in a dangerous situation at this 

time. 

However, the red thing below them can cause an extinction-level event. It doesn’t matter if the 

Halicaries is destroyed, they must stop those crimson substances from swallowing the earth. 

In fact, after Thor arrived on Earth, he had already contacted Tony and told him about the Dark Elf’s 

plans. Of course, Thor hasn’t told Tony about Lin Rui’s disappearance. 

Thor knew that if he told Tony about Lin Rui’s disappearance then he might not only be unable to call for 

support but would be attacked by the Iron Man Legion. 

And Tony immediately told Rogers the news after hearing it from Thor and it was because of this that 

the Helicarrier carried out the most powerful energy blow as soon as it reached the heart of London. 

On the other hand, Thor wisely hung up when Tony continued to question him about whether Lin Rui 

had returned to Earth with him. 

“Hang in there. We still have a chance.” Rogers clenched his fist as he looked at the undetectable energy 

beneath the screen. 

The S-class incident in London was originally under SHIELD control, so the Helicarrier was the first to 

launch. But after the sorcerer and Thor came along, this event escalated into a matter of life and death 

for all the people and powers on Earth. 

So now, in addition to SHIELD, Tony’s Iron Man army, X-Men’s Mutants team, the League of Defenders 

who lost Mirage Knight, and even some special forces who knew about it through special channels are 

all rushing out. In order to protect the Earth, they will do anything to protect it from extinction. 

“Yes!” Agent Coulson spoke after hearing Rogers’ answer. 

Then, the Helicarrier had begun pouring out energy strikes almost regardless of its own energy reserves, 

making sure to keep the Aether pinned down. 

Dī Dī Drops! 

When the Helicarrier suddenly appears high in the sky and stops the Aether from eating into the heart 

of London, the SHIELD ground forces, who have been evacuated to the safe zone, receive a message 

from the Helicarrier: They are to fully cooperate with the Helicarrier to attack the invaders! 



Bang! 

“Rush out!” The Chief of the SHIELD ground team roared the moment he received the new orders. 

Then, having rested for a while, the SHIELD ground forces rushed to the center of the battlefield in a 

menacing way. At the head of the pack were undoubtedly the fastest mobile soldiers, who had just been 

ordered back. After all, they are as powerful as Dark Elf warriors. 

Bang Bang Bang! 

Soon, the explosion sound of various firepower attacks rang out on the battlefield. As for those fighter 

jets in the air, uncountable missiles were thrown down like raindrops. Isn’t that Aether wants to swallow 

everything? They will let it eat up everything they have! 

Brush Brush! 

After the SHIELD ground forces had resumed their fire, a dark swarm of aircraft was flying at great speed 

in the air outside London. It was Tony’s Iron Men Legion, nearly two hundred of them, although not all 

of them were the latest model because Tony lost quite a few of the newer Iron Man suits at the Siberia 

Portal. 

Next to the Iron Man Legion is a stealth supersonic fighter jet that is also lunging toward the city of 

London. It’s the Blackbird! Seconds after SHIELD’s Helicarrier reaches the battlefield, support from 

Tony’s Iron Man and the X-Men finally arrive! 

What happened in London today is enough to go down in the annals of British history. Today, the whole 

of the British territory is like a blank sheet of paper, with lines drawn by various forces. And Britain can 

only grin and bear it. Whether the small territory of Britain can survive on Earth depends on whether 

SHIELD can repel the invaders. 

Bang! 

At the same time as the Iron Man army and the X-Men arrive on the battlefield, there is a loud noise 

from the much larger dark energy cluster around Malekith. The next moment, the mass of dark energy 

that had trapped the Destroyer burst open, and a tall figure darted out. It’s the Destroyer, he finally 

broke through Algrim’s blockade. 

And after Destroyer rushed out, the dark energy in the air quickly shrank toward a position. Algrim also 

appeared only after all the dark energies had shrunk together. However, at this time, Algrim looked 

beaten up. Almost all of his bones and armor were broken, and there were obvious wounds all over his 

body. 

“Damn it!” The expression on Malekith’s face became even ugly when the Destroyer rushed out, hurting 

Algrim in the process. 

Although the Aether was about to devour the high-altitude energy beam, the Destroyer would definitely 

attack him. The most important thing is that the Convergence is about to end, and will only last for one 

more minute at most. And looking at the current situation, he doesn’t know how many accidents will 

happen in that time. 

Pū! 



After letting out a curse, Malekith stepped on the ground and rushed into the sky. There, Algrim is 

already falling down and they both can’t count on the Dark Elf fighters anymore. 

Although Algrim seems to be seriously injured, he can recover a lot after a short break. To deal with the 

unexpected situation that followed, Malekith had to make sure that nothing happened to Algrim. 

Brush! 

Just as Malekith caught Algrim, a space door suddenly appeared beside them, and then an ice-blue 

figure rushed out of the space door. 

“Absolute… Freeze!” Before Malekith could figure out what the ice-blue figure was, a low voice came to 

his ears. 

Hoo! 

A chill that surprised both Malekith and The Kursed quickly surrounded them from all directions at the 

same time as the low voice came out. 

“How is this possible!?” Malekith sighed in disbelief, feeling the chill that had already enveloped him. 

Chapter 892: Iceman 

Ka Ka Ka ~ 

The next moment, under the shocked expressions of Malekith and Algrim, a layer of ice quickly 

appeared on the surface of their bodies and instantly spread, forming a huge ice-blue iceberg in the air, 

while Malekith and Algrim were frozen in the center of the iceberg. 

After Malekith and Algrim were frozen, the ice-blue figure that rushed out of the space door stopped 

moving and stood on the iceberg. This figure is one of the few Omega Ranked Mutant, Robert! 

Before the Blackbird had landed, Iceman had used Blink space gate and attacked Malekith and Algrim. 

As the only Omega Level Mutant in X-Men at this stage, Iceman has already used some of his advanced 

abilities when he uses the Absolute Frozen Domain. 

Any mutant who had reached the Omega Rank has reached a level where one would have almost 

infinite energy and powerful strength. 

It can be said that if Iceman used his power desperately, the power of ice released by his absolute frozen 

field will be stronger than the heart of frost in Frigga’s hands. It would have enough power to possibly 

freeze time for some time. 

That’s why Malekith and Algrim were so shocked just now. In their opinion, the development of Midgard 

is the worst among the nine realms, and there are no powerful people here except for Ancient One. 

However, after feeling Iceman’s Absolute Freeze, Malekith and Algrim both felt a serious threat to their 

lives. 

Rumbling~ 



“Hoo-hoo~ Are they the intruders? They don’t look that weird! It seems that movies really messed up 

the Aliens!” Iceman gasped as he watched Malekith and Algrim inside the iceberg as they fell, having 

just released their frozen fields. 

Ka Ka Ka ~ 

Just after Iceman finished muttering, there was a crisp sound of ice breaking from the inside of the 

iceberg under his feet. Then, huge cracks quickly spread out with Malekith and Algrim in the center. 

Ka Ka Ka! 

Bang! 

Soon, when it was still more than ten meters above the ground, the whole iceberg burst open. Countless 

chunks of ice, large and small, flew away in all directions, shining brightly under the red light of Aether 

and SHIELD’s energy beam. 

But, in this gorgeous scene, two black figures hurtle toward Iceman in midair. They were Malekith and 

Algrim who had broken through the ice! 

“Humph! Bye!” Iceman snorted and jumped back after seeing the two figures rushing towards him and 

the dark energy sneaking up from his side. 

Brush! 

The next moment, the moment Iceman jumped back a step, a space door appeared just where he 

jumped back, teleporting Iceman away. When the dark energy shot over, the space door closed 

instantly. 

Malekith and Algrim could only stop halfway, and the frost-faced Malekith was on the verge of 

exploding in anger. Algrim reached out and caught the dark energy that flew over as it was his weapon, 

the short Blake Blade. 

“Ahhhh!!!” Seeing the perfect moment to devour the Midgard slip away, Malekith couldn’t hold back a 

loud roar. 

Boom! 

High in the sky, the Aether that had swallowed a large number of energy beams had spread to the point 

where it could almost cover the entire battlefield. However, the Iron Man army and the Blackbird 

outside the battlefield had also arrived. 

Several people from the League of Defenders also followed the Iron Man suit and flew over, Peter and 

Harry among them. 

Because Lin Rui was teleported away by Bifrost together with Thor and Jane Foster, and now that Thor 

and Jane have both returned to Earth, Peter and the others naturally want to know if Lin Rui has 

returned with them. 

And Thor was deliberately avoiding talking about Lin Rui’s disappearance when he contacted Tony, so 

they all rushed over in a hurry. 



As for the Dark Elf warriors brought by Malekith on the battlefield, only a small number of them are still 

lingering around. Under the joint attack of SHIELD, Thor, and other sorcerers, those Dark Elf warriors 

can’t last long. 

It can be said that, except for the Dark Elf Spaceship that has not been shot down, Malekith can only rely 

on Algrim and the Aether Particle that permeates the entire battlefield. 

Boom! 

After the Iron Man army arrived on the battlefield, the lingering Dark Elf warriors were finally 

eliminated. 

Then, SHIELD’s armed team, Thor, Lady Sif, and the Three Warriors, a full 200 Iron Man Suits in mid-air, 

and the League of Defenders heroes such as Spiderman and Dark Knight all moved towards Malekith 

and Algrim’s position and surrounded them. 

Buzz! 

When the encirclement was shrinking, a space gate suddenly appeared in one direction of the 

encirclement, and then Iceman and others walked out of it. And next to this space door, a golden magic 

portal also opened, and Wong and the other three sorcerers also strode out. 

As for the surrounding areas of the battlefield, in addition to SHIELD’s team, there are also some special 

forces to come to support them, but they have not yet appeared. 

It can be said that the invasion of Earth by the Dark Elf has brought together most of the powerful forces 

on Earth, both openly and secretly, as well as the support of extraterrestrial forces. These people are 

gathered together for one purpose, to drive the invaders out of the Earth and keep it safe. 

Boom! 

With all the support available, the attack from the Helicarrier finally ended. The Aether Particle, unable 

to absorb this pure energy, began to spread out again, and it continued to do what it was supposed to 

do, which swallowed the entire Earth. 

However, when the Aether Particle spreads out, it was under Malekith’s control, and he is quietly 

directing the Aether Particle back. 

Malekith has missed the Convergence due to various interruptions. At this time, it doesn’t matter if the 

Aether continues to devour the earth now or sometime later. 

But Malekith and Algrim now face a very dire situation, they are surrounded, and those who surround 

them have the power to hurt or even destroy them. So, Malekith desperately needs the Aether back to 

help him deal with these annoying guys first. 

Buzz! 

Malekith quietly controlled the Aether to shrink back as his long narrow eyes swept over each person 

who kept approaching in front of him. 

Chapter 893: Let Out 



Huhu~ 

When all the Dark Elf fighters on the battlefield were eliminated and Malekith and Algrim were 

surrounded by various forces who came to fight here, the Helicarrier which was originally suspended in 

the sky was rapidly descending. 

“Captain! Core power is three percent short of the warning line!” One of the operators at the center of 

the Helicarrier shouted as it rapidly descended from the sky. 

After Malekith was surrounded, the Helicarrier stopped its energy strikes which consumed a lot and 

were of little use. However, for such a period of time, this battle Fortress sailing at high altitude also 

consumed a very horrible amount of energy, which shows the power of the Aether Particle devouring 

power. 

“Don’t report this kind of thing again! What we need now is not an energy strike, but a quick landing. 

We need to go down there and fight!” Hearing the operator’s shout, Rogers responded with a frown. 

Although the core energy of the Helicarrier is indeed approaching the danger level, the following 

situation is even more dangerous. Moreover, as long as the Helicarrier is given a little time, the core 

energy can be replaced with a new one very quickly. However, they no longer need the energy strikes so 

they should be fine for the time being. 

“Yes Sir!” The crew controlling the Helicarrier in the background loudly agreed to Rogers’s orders. 

Whoosh! 

Then, the battle Fortress fell almost reaching the maximum falling speed without affecting the stability 

of its own structure, and the surrounding clouds flowed like a white waterfall. Everyone in the 

Helicarrier felt a strong sense of weightlessness at this moment, but it was quickly adjusted by the 

internal gravity. 

When the Helicarrier was rapidly falling, a person silently walked beside Rogers, it was Dr. Banner. After 

learning that there was an alien invasion in London, Dr. Banner set off with the Helicarrier as he was 

quite interested in this. 

“Captain Rogers, if necessary, I can let the Hulk out.” Standing beside Rogers, Dr. Banner looked at the 

undetectable energy value marked in the center of London below the screen in front of him and said. 

Since the Helicarrier arrived in the London Sky, they have detected that powerful energy below which 

was apparently the Aether. Moreover, according to the energy level, the initial value of the Aether has 

far exceeded the value they set, and it is impossible to judge how powerful that energy is. 

And after Thor and the others came to earth and brought them the real situation about the invaders, 

Rogers realized that it was much more serious than he imagined. 

This time, it is not an invasion of the Earth as the Dark Elves plan to destroy the entire Nine Realms and 

even the entire universe. So, Rogers is well aware of how dire the situation they are facing this time 

around is. 

“Hulk? Dr. Banner, are you sure?” Rogers asked quickly after hearing Dr. Banner’s words. 



“We have to try it given our current circumstances!” Dr. Banner replied in a serious tone when he saw 

Rogers’ eyes. 

Dr. Banner, who has joined the Avengers also knows the real situation of the Dark Elf invasion, so he 

can’t watch the other side use the Aether to destroy the universe. After discovering the extraterrestrials 

and knowing that they want to destroy the earth. 

Dr. Banner’s scientific mind has become more and more intense. He calculated that in order to explore 

this universe, he cannot let Dark Elf’s plan succeed. 

“Then… I’ll count on you!” Rogers took a deep breath and said after seeing the serious look on Dr. 

Banner’s face. 

Hulk is also an incomprehensible horror to them. Although Hulk was shown once when Dr. Banner came 

back, he didn’t show much of his strength that time and was able to hit Mirage Knight and injure him. 

In the incident in Siberia, no one knew what Dr. Banner encountered at the space portal but he was able 

to return to Earth safe and sound. 

From what Rogers learned from SHIELD’s internal database and top-secret data from the military in the 

later period, no one can assess Hulk’s strength. It seems that his strength cannot be measured 

numerically. 

It can be said that the emergence of Hulk was a complete accident in a situation where even a theory of 

that incident didn’t exist. However, he appeared, bringing invisible pressure to everyone. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll show you what the real Hulk is like.” Hearing Rogers’ words, Dr. Banner said with a 

smile. 

Then, Dr. Banner turned and walked out of the command center. The Helicarrier dropped to a low 

enough altitude for a while. Now that Dr. Banner is about to release the Hulk, he certainly needs a 

different appearance and site. 

None of the people who surrounded Malekith and Algrim below were ordinary people, so Dr. Banner 

couldn’t appear there with his current weaker appearance. 

Rogers blinked at Dr. Banner as he sped away. Rogers had some expectations when Dr. Banner asked to 

release Hulk. But when it came to it, he hesitated. However, Rogers was no longer hesitant after hearing 

the information from Tony. 

After Dr. Banner left the command center, Rogers immediately instructed the people around him to 

prepare to drop another humanoid killer in addition to the energy weapons on the Helicarrier. Rogers 

believed that Dr. Banner would not let him down. 

Whoosh! 

Standing on the bottom deck in the center of the Helicarrier and looking at the deck that was specially 

opened for him, Dr. Banner took a deep breath. Then, without hesitation, he jumped from the landing 

port that was originally prepared for the mobile suit team. 

Whoosh! 



“Hulk! I’ll let you release your anger that you have suppressed for so many years today!” Dr. Banner, 

who was falling rapidly, shouted in his heart, feeling the roaring airflow beside him. 

“Roar!!” Hulk’s excited response came from Dr. Banner’s mind where no one could hear it. 

… 

When the Helicarrier was rapidly descending and Dr. Banner jumped from the Helicarrier. On the 

ground, the encirclement against Malekith and Algrim, supported by the Earth side and Asgard finally 

fired the first shot. 

Chapter 894: Various Attacks 

As Malekith and Algrim were surrounded by the forces of the earth, Thor of Asgard, the four warriors, 

and the Destroyer, no one did anything at first but kept shrinking the circle, putting more pressure on 

Malekith. 

Kaka! 

The Iron Man suspended at the forefront of the Iron Man army in mid-air opened its helmet as it 

approached Malekith, revealing Tony who was armed inside. As the main person on this side of the 

earth, he’s gonna start by talking to this extraterrestrial guy standing across from him. 

Although Tony had learned about the Dark Elves’ plan from Thor, he felt that the situation the other 

party was facing now would not allow them to continue this plan. Therefore, Tony felt that negotiation 

was the best way, after all, the other party still controlled something very powerful: The Aether. 

Boom! 

However, when Tony took off his face helmet and was about to speak to Malekith in front of him, a 

dazzling white energy beam suddenly shot down from the side of the encirclement. The target of this 

beam was Malekith in the center of the encirclement. It was the Destroyer who had attacked Malekith 

at this moment! 

The Destroyer was sent by Asgard to deal with Malekith so he would not choose to negotiate with him. 

His Mission is to kill or incapacitate Malekith, no matter whether he can still use the Aether to devour 

the Nine Realms. As long as Destroyer’s Mission isn’t finished, he won’t stop. 

Bang! 

Faced with Destroyer’s sudden attack, The Kursed, who had already recovered quite a lot, made a move 

and a piece of dark energy blocked the energy beam. He had been fighting against the Destroyer for a 

long time now. 

Although he was at a disadvantage, The Kursed could still block Destroyer. However, at this time, Algrim 

obviously couldn’t rush out to fight Destroyer alone. He had to cooperate with Malekith to win the 

battle. 

Watching Algrim block Destroyer’s surprise attack, Malekith’s eyes showed a cold look in them and he 

quietly took out his Scepter. Moreover, the activity of the Aether Particles that permeated the entire 

battlefield became more and more obvious. 



The plan to use the Aether to devour the Nine Realms had encountered various accidents from the very 

beginning. 

First, the Aether was brought to Midgard by some inexplicable incident. When Malekith chased after 

them, he was blasted back by some kind of space-based weapon and was almost seriously injured. 

The Dark Elves paid a heavy price and learned that the Aether would soon appear in the Asgard Palace 

through the high priest’s prophecy. Malekith led a team to sneak up on the Asgard Palace, and finally 

got the Aether through an accidental negotiation at a considerable price. 

After that, Malekith and The Kursed finally escaped from Asgard and returned to their territory. They 

reassembled their elite team and rushed to Midgard without stopping. Malekith had thought that with 

the Aether Particle in his hand, no one would be able to stop his plan. 

However, he still encountered one accident after another on Earth. By now, Malekith’s plan has 

completely gone off the rails. 

Bang! 

“Damn it! Can you wait till I finish speaking!!” Seeing that the big Metal Man from Asgard who he had 

fought before attacked Malekith, Tony who was just about to speak couldn’t help but scold. 

However, now that Destroyer has already taken action, Tony naturally won’t talk anymore. It seems that 

the other party won’t negotiate with him, and if he really wants to negotiate, Tony needs an interpreter 

from Asgard, which is not easy to come by. 

“Well!! Kill them both!!” So Tony waved his hand and gave the order to attack. 

Brush Brush! 

The moment Tony waved his hand, the Iron Man army that was floating behind him all rushed out and 

turned on their firepower system. Under JARVIS’s precise control, many missiles and lasers shot toward 

Malekith. The scene of two hundred Iron Man shooting at the same time is probably the most expensive 

scene in the world. 

And when Tony followed Destroyer’s attack, everyone else in the circle also made their move. Before 

the attack of the 200 Iron Mans arrived, many thunderbolts rushed down from the low altitude, it was 

not Thor who used his powers but Storm! 

The one who attacked with Storm was one of the Sorcerers, and their golden magic attacks were also 

particularly dazzling in the blue thunder. At this moment, in addition to the crimson light from the 

Aether, the blue thunder and golden magic also shone brilliantly in the heart of London. 

While these long-range attacks are being launched, there are also figures on the ground moving quickly 

toward Malekith. Among these people, Spiderman of the League of Defenders is very eye-catching. His 

spider suit, which has been modified again, allows Peter to better use his ability, and he stands out in 

front of many powerful heroes. 

At this moment, the isolated Malekith and The Kursed faced the most powerful battle lineup that the 

Earth could gather against them. In the original plot, only Thor dealt with Malekith but at this time, the 

dispatch of the earth side was even more powerful. 



While Peter and the others used their attacks from the ground, the brilliant rays of thunder and golden 

magical energy rushed toward Malekith. The Spider thread, a hammer, and special darts also shot 

toward their targets while Malekith at the center of these attacks also made his moves. 

Brush! 

Malekith’s eyes flashed a dazzling scarlet light as his hand was repaired again and the scepter quickly 

turned around and then slammed into the sky. 

Brush! 

The next moment, Malekith’s scepter had already rushed into the air, directly rushing into the crimson 

light filled with Aether Particles. 

“Since you want to stop me from devouring the Nine Realms, then… I will devour your Home first!” After 

throwing the scepter out, Malekith stared at the earth forces that were rushing towards him and roared. 

At the same time as Malekith roared, there was a sudden burst of strong energy fluctuations above his 

head. Under Malekith’s control, the Aether that had swallowed a lot of energy slammed downward and 

released its swallowing power with all its strength. 

Boom! 

The next moment, the firepower attacks from the Iron Man army and the SHIELD team, as well as 

Storm’s thunder, and the magic attacks from the Sorcerers all shot at the center of the encirclement. 

Chapter 895: Premonition 

While the extraterrestrial invasion of London was touching the hearts of those who knew it all over the 

earth, in some unknown town in the western state of Minnesota, the people were still living their very 

ordinary and unremarkable lives. 

What happens in London has nothing to do with the people of this town, and they don’t know about 

such top-secret things from other sources. 

However, the residents of this small town have discovered something strange in the past two days. That 

is, the security of this small town has suddenly improved a lot. In this small town far from the big city, 

the original security was below the accepted level and there were not enough Police guards in the town, 

and most of the gangsters were locals, so it was not easy to deal with. 

But in the past two days, some of the frequent burglaries, night roadside robberies, and other street 

crimes have been reduced a lot. The police officers in the town also felt very strange, but they didn’t 

have the energy to investigate what happened. 

Anyway, it was a good thing that these crimes were reduced and the law and order became better, and 

they were also happy. 

When a war that could affect the security of the entire planet occurred in the heart of London, in this 

ordinary town, a good smell came out from the house rented by the former Winter Soldier Bucky 

Barnes. It was dinner time, and it was obvious that someone was showing off their cooking skills in the 

room. 



In the refurbished living room, Bucky was standing at the door of the kitchen, staring at the fast but not 

too busy figure inside. In the kitchen, Lin Rui, who had amnesia, was cooking, and he was cooking 

Chinese food. 

Far from the American traditional fast food, Lin Rui has given Bucky a taste that can be called something 

truly delicious in these two days. 

Although it was not the first time that Lin Rui had cooked but due to the lack of ingredients, Lin Rui 

couldn’t show his cooking skills before. After these two days of “walking” with Bucky, their fridge is full 

and their frugal living conditions are naturally gone. 

It’s time to eat meat and fruits and they can now buy all of these things. It’s been a long time since 

Bucky had such a stable and comfortable life! 

However, while lamenting the changes in his life after Lin Rui appeared, Bucky was also recalling the 

situation when Lin Rui went out for a walk with him in the past two days. 

Bucky originally thought that a young man like Lin Rui would avoid the trouble of finding those 

gangsters, but what Bucky didn’t expect was that Lin Rui seemed to have more experience in dealing 

with those street crimes and gangsters than him. 

The way Lin Rui attacked them without any change in his expression was still unforgettable to him. It 

was as if Lin Rui used to do these things all the time. And after Lin Rui joined his walk, they spent just 

two days walking through most of the town’s street crime. 

Moreover, Lin Rui was very skilled in finding the gangsters in this small town. In front of dozens of the 

Boss’s subordinates, he snatched the gun from his hand and stunned him with one kick. 

At this point, the gangsters and criminals in the whole town know that there are two strong guys in this 

town. So, they can only lay low until these two guys leave or someone deals with them. 

Click~ 

While Bucky was standing at the door of the kitchen staring blankly at Lin Rui, Lin Rui, who had finished 

the last dish, quickly turned off the regulator. Then, he turned to look at Bucky at the door and said, 

“You are here, set the plates so we can eat.” 

“Oh! Okay!” Bucky agreed after hearing Lin Rui’s words and walked over. 

Then, Lin Rui and Bucky walked to the living room with two dishes each. After going for a “walk” to the 

local town gangster’s base camp, Lin Rui and Bucky don’t have to worry about money for a while at 

least. 

“Jackson, do you remember anything from your past?” Bucky asked while carrying the dishes to the 

living room. 

Although Lin Rui looks very young and may only be a just senior student but his strength and skilled 

means to deal with those street thugs show that he is not an ordinary person. 



Bucky initially identified Lin Rui’s identity as unusual as he had come through a space portal so Bucky 

initially believed Lin Rui was a soldier Hydra had secretly nurtured. But after two days together, Bucky 

has given up on the idea. 

This is because Lin Rui looks very upright, and he doesn’t look like someone who is being controlled. One 

must know that Hydra needs to have absolute and complete control over their secretly trained super 

soldiers. 

After spending the past two days together, Bucky felt that the young man in front of him seemed to be 

an ordinary person with great strength. Perhaps, Lin Rui is a high school student who has practiced sort 

of martial arts since childhood and opened a restaurant at home. 

“Uh…not yet…” Hearing Bucky’s words, Lin Rui was about to open his mouth to answer but fell silent 

halfway through his words. 

Bang! 

The next moment, Bucky, who had walked to the living room with the plate, suddenly heard a crisp 

sound behind him. It was the sound of the plate falling and hitting the ground, which should not have 

happened to Lin Rui. So, Bucky turned his head and looked over. 

When Bucky turned his head to look at him, Lin Rui was holding the position where the plate fell out and 

he seemed to have just frozen there, his brows were furrowed and no one could guess what happened. 

“What’s wrong?! Jackson!” Bucky asked worriedly when he saw Lin Rui’s appearance. 

Bucky is very aware of the pain of losing his memory, and he is worried that his casual question just now 

caused something bad to happen to Lin Rui’s mind. 

Lin Rui didn’t answer Bucky’s question. He was still frowning and a gleaming Azura light appeared in his 

eyes from time to time but Bucky couldn’t notice it. He remained in this position for about thirty 

seconds, and then Lin Rui put down his somewhat stiff hands, and his eyes became normal. 

“I don’t know what happened just now, but a very bad feeling suddenly appeared in my heart, it was as 

if something important was leaving me forever.” Lin Rui recovered and looked up at Bucky before he 

spoke. 

When Bucky opened his mouth to ask Lin Rui if he remembered anything from the past, Lin Rui suddenly 

felt a tingling sensation like being stabbed by a needle. 

Moreover, Lin Rui somehow felt that something that had a lot to do with him was happening. This 

situation continued for thirty seconds before it ended, and Lin Rui also had deep doubts in his heart. 

Chapter 896: Skill 

Hearing Lin Rui’s words, and seeing his troubled expression, Bucky didn’t say anything. Because Bucky 

knows what’s going on with Lin Rui right now. Bucky went through a similar situation once a day at the 

beginning of his recovery. 

However, he did not have a premonition that something would leave him forever, but the things that 

had left him before were quickly coming out of his mind, and this feeling was very painful. 



“Well, I’m fine now! Do you want me to cook two more dishes?” Lin Rui said a little embarrassedly after 

taking a look at the two dishes that were smashed by him. 

At that moment just now, Lin Rui really felt a great deal of pain in his heart. However, because of the 

lack of memory, Lin Rui could not really find the origin of this heartache. 

This made Lin Rui very distressed, but fortunately, the feeling of searching faded away. If the hunch just 

now made Lin Rui feel heartache, then his feeling now seems to indicate that the hunch that made him 

feel bad didn’t happen. 

“It’s okay! Two dishes are more than enough! What I ate before was much worse than this! “Hearing Lin 

Rui’s words, Bucky quickly waved his hand and said. 

“Okay, fortunately, you took the first two dishes otherwise all that time and work would have been 

wasted.” Hearing Bucky’s answer, Lin Rui nodded and spoke with a happy expression on his face. 

Then, Lin Rui and Bucky walk into the living room together to enjoy their dinner. Intentionally or 

unintentionally, Bucky and Lin Rui circumvented, and they regarded what had just happened to Lin Rui 

as something that had never happened. 

After dinner, neither Lin Rui nor Bucky mentioned going for a walk. They only blackmailed the gangster 

of this small town once, and they won’t gain anything if they go out today. 

Moreover, Bucky and Lin Rui both knew that this approach would not last long. If they want to continue 

living in this town, they have to find some other way to make money. 

So, after watching a boring TV show for a while, Lin Rui spoke first. 

“Bucky, what do you think we can do to make some money? We need to make sure to remain alive if we 

want to get back our memories.” Sitting cross-legged on the sofa, Lin Rui asked Bucky. 

Lin Rui, who came out of the portal knows that his identity is quite special, and Bucky’s identity seems to 

be even less exposed. Therefore, Lin Rui did not intend to go to the officials to find his identity. And that 

was what created the current situation. 

If Lin Rui had gone to the police station to investigate his identity then he would have been discovered 

by JARVIS and Sky’s Eye the moment after his appearance is reported by the police station. 

Then, in about ten minutes, someone would have come to pick up Lin Rui back and he would have 

known what and who he was. 

Bucky was embarrassed to hear Lin Rui’s words, after all, it’s not like he hasn’t wondered what he could 

do to support himself. However, because of his special status with no identification, he cannot do any 

ordinary work. 

Jobs that didn’t require him to provide identification tended to attract the wrong crowd and Bucky 

feared he’d be in trouble if he fell into them. After all, he’s not that emotionally stable right now. 

“I don’t know, my current situation restricts me a lot, otherwise I wouldn’t have been hiding in this 

rental house.” Although it was embarrassing, Bucky answered Lin Rui honestly. 



“Is that so… You said that I look like a high student, right?” After hearing Bucky’s answer, Lin Rui 

continued and completely changed the conversation point. 

“Uh… That’s right, but why are you mentioning this? You can do even less with your high school-like 

appearance” Seeing Lin Rui’s thoughtful expression, Bucky asked suspiciously. 

Although Bucky no longer believes that Lin Rui is a Hydra secret agent, he is also an unidentified person 

and he will remain so unless he is willing to go to the police to find out his identity. 

Of course, once Lin Rui decides to do so, Bucky will immediately leave the town and go far away. 

Because he could not continue to stay with Lin Rui once that happens and risk being discovered by 

SHIELD. 

“But I had a feeling that I know more than an average high school student should know. For example, I 

can fight very well! Besides, I’m probably a pretty good cook. Besides, I understood everything that was 

said on the science channel and it didn’t seem to be aimed at high school students.” Knowing what 

Bucky means, Lin Rui added with a little excitement. 

Lin Rui hadn’t forgotten his instincts and skills because of amnesia, they just need a little jump start for 

him to remember them. For example, his strength, his cooking skills, and his achievements in science 

were slowly discovered. 

And the process of discovering these things also surprised Lin Rui himself, at least he know that he 

should have been quite powerful and knowledgeable. If Lin Rui really knew a lot then he might have 

some skills that would make life better for him and Bucky. 

“You mean what that physics professor said about the impact of clean energy in the future? ! I didn’t 

understand half of what he said, except that the planet’s energy industry research was beginning to 

change dramatically!” Bucky was surprised to hear Lin Rui’s words. 

“I think, maybe I have more hidden skills that haven’t been discovered. Like… I can emit the Azura light!” 

As he continued, Lin Rui’s eyes changed and he used his internal energy. 

Hoo! 

In the next moment, a faint Azura glows emerged from Lin Rui’s body. However, compared with the 

previous stable control of internal energy that Lin Rui could use to form a defense layer, his current 

control only allows him to release the internal energy for display purposes only. 

“This is!!…” Seeing the Azura light used by Lin Rui, a shocked expression appeared on Bucky’s face, and 

he couldn’t help but exclaim. 

“Isn’t it wonderful? Bucky, do you think I’m one of those Mutants? I know that a Mutant may have all 

kinds of powers.” Lin Rui seemed satisfied with Bucky’s shocked expression and then asked with a smile. 

“Mutant? I don’t know, but I really think you’re not an ordinary person. Maybe your origin is more 

mysterious and important than we have thought. Jackson, if you want to go to the police to find your 

identity then I won’t stop you.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Bucky slowly came over from his shock and said 

in a serious tone. 



In the two days he spent with the young man in front of him, Bucky had seen him discover the skills he 

possessed one after another. Like Lin Rui himself said, he must have possessed a lot of skills that he 

hasn’t discovered yet. 

“Go to the police station to find out my identity? I rather not. If I turned out to be a good guy then 

everything would be fine but it would be better if I don’t know anything if I was a bad guy.” Hearing 

Bucky’s words, Lin Rui shook his head and replied. 

Of course, Bucky didn’t know exactly what Lin Rui was thinking. However, he was also happy that Lin Rui 

was willing to accompany him here to live this kind of life in hiding. After all, humans are social 

creatures, they cannot live alone for long. 

Chapter 897: News 

Lin Rui and Bucky don’t follow up on the topic. After watching another boring TV show together for a 

while, they went to their respective rooms. As for whether they went to bed or not, neither of them 

cared. 

The next morning, Bucky came out of his bedroom to find breakfast on the living room table. Moreover, 

the tea table in front of the sofa in the sitting room had a notebook computer. 

It seems that Lin Rui got up early and went out to buy it. Bucky had little to say about that, either. 

Anyway, Bucky will be happy for Lin Rui if he can really discover more of his skills. 

So, upon seeing Lin Rui emerge from the kitchen with a bowl, Bucky laughs and says, “What? Have you 

discovered any new skills yet?” 

“Oh! Don’t talk about it! I thought about it last night and I really did find something!” Lin Rui replied 

excitedly after hearing Bucky’s words. 

“Huh? What is it? Does it have something to do with the computer?” Bucky asked after seeing Lin Rui’s 

excited look. 

“Um… No, I just bought a computer to see if I could learn more from it. However, I don’t seem to be 

much of a computer geek, and I don’t know anything that requires real skill except for a few free 

games.” Hearing Bucky’s question, Lin Rui replied with some embarrassment. 

Obviously, Lin Rui didn’t create new hacking skills for himself and he was right in saying that he wasn’t 

much of an expert in computers before he lost his memories. However, he still understood a lot about 

himself through the internet. 

For example, it turns out that Lin Rui not only has a lot of knowledge in science but his knowledge in 

lifeform science is far beyond what an ordinary high school student can access. 

In addition to this, Lin Rui also quietly accessed the online registry of missing persons in the United 

States. However, he did not find himself on it. 

So, there were two cases. One, his disappearance hadn’t been discovered, and two, no one cared about 

his disappearance. In either case, Lin Rui felt that he didn’t need to go to the police station to find out 

more. 



“What did you think of?” Bucky continues to ask after hearing Lin Rui say that he is not much of a 

computer whiz. 

“I may have figured out how we should make money.” 

“How?!” 

“First, we need a working identity. And for that, I think there’s someone who can help us.” 

“You mean… that bastard?” 

“That’s right! After all, we all know he didn’t get to be the head of the gang in this town and the 

surrounding town with that stupid gun he’s holding.” 

Listening to Lin Rui, Bucky also knew where he was coming from about having a working identity. It was 

the local gang leader they had just blackmailed. 

After taking a walk to the gang leader’s base camp, Bucky and Lin Rui both knew that the other was not 

a simple gang leader and that he was also dealing drugs. Lin Rui and Bucky, however, didn’t want to 

meddle so they just scared him a little and got some money out of him. 

So, if the gang leader had access to the drug business, that means he had a background. Getting Bucky 

and Lin Rui two legit identities shouldn’t be a problem, then. There is a danger, however, that the gang 

leader is likely to expose Lin Rui and Bucky. As a result, Bucky’s identity may soon get discovered by 

SHIELD. 

“Is it guaranteed to work?” Bucky maintained a distrustful attitude toward Lin Rui’s suggestion. 

“I know what you’re worried about. I’ll let him get me an identity this time, and then I’ll get you one. If 

there is a problem, it will be just me and not you.” Lin Rui said seriously after hearing Bucky’s words. 

After hearing what Lin Rui said, Bucky didn’t know what to say. Now he has indeed lost the most basic 

life ability in order to avoid the search of SHIELD and the search of his former friends. 

“Jackson, thank you!” Bucky sincerely thanked Lin Rui for his actions. 

“It’s nothing, let’s eat our breakfast. By the way, I found out that something big had happened, it seems 

to be related to the SHIELD you mentioned. I’ll show you after dinner.” Lin Rui waved his hand as he 

spoke. 

Brush! 

However, when Lin Rui mentioned that something big had happened, and it was related to SHIELD, 

Bucky didn’t want to eat breakfast at all. He had run over to the sofa and turned on his computer, then 

made a clumsy attempt to open the page. 

Seeing Bucky’s action, Lin Rui, who just sent something to his mouth, had no choice but to go over to 

help Bucky. 

“I’ll do it.” Knowing that Bucky, the “old man”, has not yet been able to accept these modern 

technological products, Lin Rui quickly opened the page where he had seen the news earlier. 



In fact, as for the news Lin Rui had seen earlier, almost all channels reported it now. No matter which 

page you opened, there would be very striking titles. Because this incident was too big, and SHIELD 

didn’t mean to block it completely. 

Click~ 

“Look, this is it. It seems that there was a terrorist attack in London. The situation is quite serious. I just 

glanced at it and didn’t look carefully.” Lin Rui said to Bucky in a calm tone. 

Ignoring Lin Rui’s words, Bucky’s eyes were already absorbed by the report on the page in front of him. 

Bucky knew, however, that SHIELD wouldn’t take it lightly if it was just a terrorist attack. After all, there 

can’t be too many groups like Killian carrying out Extremis terror attacks. 

When Bucky seriously understood this event, Lin Rui also looked at it again. Although Bucky is the one 

who needs to avoid SHIELD, Lin Rui also vaguely felt that he also had something to do with it. 

“Yesterday at 3:15 PM London time, the heart of London was invaded by extraterrestrials!” 

“Aliens are coming?! Is it a hoax or a disaster?!” 

“Faced with the threat of extraterrestrial invaders to the earth, SHIELD teamed up with Iron Man and 

other guardians to protect the safety of the earth!” 

“Earth has been discovered by the Universe, where will we go?!” 

On opening the page, Bucky and Lin Rui face several eye-catching headlines about yesterday’s events in 

the heart of London. However, although the headlines are very attractive, but it feels less real in this 

way. 

Isn’t it supposed to be some kind of terrorist attack? How and why did aliens invade the Earth?? 

Chapter 898: Media of Explosion 

Bucky and Lin Rui looked at each other as the headlines were striking and scary. The two of them just 

lost their memories, they hadn’t transmigrated to another world. Everything was fine yesterday so how 

could Aliens invade by the morning they woke up? 

“Click on it, are there really aliens invading the earth?” Lin Rui swept the title of the entire page with his 

eyes wide, and while talking, Lin Rui moved the mouse and clicked on one of its links. 

Kaka~ 

Lin Rui’s clicking speed was fairly fast, and the page opened very quickly. Then, a more detailed report 

with some pictures unfolded before Lin Rui and Bucky. Without looking at the specific content of this 

report first, Lin Rui and Bucky were immediately caught by those pictures. 

“Are these… are they real?” Lin Rui muttered in disbelief looking at the photos that looked like sci-fi 

movie scenes. 

However, from the bottom of his heart, Lin Rui vaguely felt that there was nothing to be surprised 

about. 



“This… I think it should be true…” Bucky replied hesitantly after hearing Lin Rui’s words. 

After clicking on that link, the first thing that appeared in front of Lin Rui and Bucky was a photo of 

Spaceship in the shape of a large black disc. 

The shape and black paint of this black Spaceship, as well as the muzzles emerging from its sides, all 

show its distinctive origin as if it had come out of a sci-fi movie. The huge black Spaceship looks 

extraordinarily mysterious with the chaotic weather environment behind it. 

Below the picture of this Dark Elf Spaceship, this webpage has also opened up a section dedicated to 

comments. In the few seconds that Bucky and Lin Rui opened the page, countless comments have been 

written and posted. Seeing this photo of the Dark Elf Spaceship, most people expressed their disbelief 

and thought that it must be fake. 

One: “This photo must be fake! How could there be such a spaceship that doesn’t fit the dynamics!” 

Two: “I support the above person, this must be a fake photo, but if you are sailing in a space 

environment, such a shape really won’t affect its functions.” 

Three: “You are all saying that the photo is fake, how can you be so sure? I am a professional and I can 

prove the authenticity of this photo!” 

Four: “Everybody is an expert now. Do you really believe that aliens have invaded the earth?!” 

Five: “Why can’t aliens invade the earth? I always believed in aliens! Hahaha, I established a society to 

study aliens two years ago. Interested friends can join us. This is a Link to our site!” 

Six: “Don’t advertise something so embarrassing! I’m a reporter! This incident is real! Our editor-in-chief 

is going crazy over here!” 

Seven: “So what if you are a reporter? A reporter’s words are the most unbelievable! The editor-in-chief 

is crazy? I think you are all crazy. You actually think that aliens have invaded the earth!” 

Bucky and Lin Rui are even more confused looking at the various comments that keep refreshing below. 

Many people have a lot of controversy about this photo of the alien Spaceship. 

What they lack is an official answer. However, although various media sources are now overwhelmingly 

reporting on the incident of the alien invasion of the earth, the official has not yet issued an official 

announcement. 

“There are other photos below, which seem to be taken by the evacuees in the center of London in a 

panic when the invasion happened.” Lin Rui said inexplicably. 

Rui and Bucky then saw several photos that didn’t have the best pixels or camera angles. But it is also 

clear from the pictures that the heart of London was devastated. 

In the photo, the heart of London, which used to be a very modern city, looks like a piece of an old city 

being demolished. High-rise buildings were blown up under gunfire, and all kinds of rubble and debris 

were scattered on the ground. 

“This is London?!” Lin Rui snorted in surprise when looking at the frozen scene in these photos. 



Although Lin Rui lost his memory, what he lost was only the memory of his previous life experiences, 

and he still had an impression of these common sense things. So seeing the photo of London, Lin Rui 

almost didn’t recognize it. However, the pictures of iconic London buildings still show that this is 

London, just a London that has suffered from war. 

“What are these shadows?” While Lin Rui marveled at what London looked like, Bucky had already 

spotted a difference in one of his photos. 

Under Lin Rui’s puzzled gaze, Bucky had already pointed out the black shadow he noticed, which seemed 

to be a small aircraft flying in mid-air. Moreover, there was a person standing on that aircraft. However, 

according to the example of normal earth people, the figure is obviously much taller than earth people. 

“That…is it an alien?!” Lin Rui stared at the blurred figure for a few seconds before he guessed the origin 

of this shadowy figure. 

Lin Rui guessed right, the shadow in this photo was indeed a Dark Elf soldier flying over with his aircraft. 

There are more clear pictures behind this photo, which are the pictures of SHIELD’s mobile team flying 

on their Hoverboard. 

“Well, the station explained the dark figure as an alien. And the one in the back that’s a little bit clearer 

is the soldier flying the manned vehicle, which is reportedly SHIELD’s special unit, and they were fighting 

at that time.” Bucky, who has seen the caption below the photo, quickly explained. 

“Looks like this news should be real!” Lin Rui, who had also seen the explanation on the site, curled his 

lips and said but he still found the situation a little unbelievable. 

“Yeah, although the media like to mix the truth with a lot of controversies, they generally don’t publish 

false news. But until the official explanation of alien invasion comes out, let’s see what we know.” Bucky 

paused for a second to see the picture of the mobile soldier and continued to speak. 

“Well, but the media have released so many reports that seem to be true so why haven’t the officials 

made a statement? Even if they are publishing false news, the officials should have been the first to 

refute the rumors.” Lin Rui nodded his head at Bucky’s words but he also asked doubt in his heart. 

Brush! 

Just after Lin Rui finished saying this, the page in front of them suddenly refreshed. Then, all the original 

reports and photos disappeared, and the page was refreshed with only a few big words: SHIELD’s official 

press conference is about to start!!!!!!! 

Chapter 899: Strange familiar feeling 

After this sentence was refreshed on the page in front of Lin Rui and Bucky, a countdown reminder 

appeared below this sentence. The countdown started from thirty, and five seconds had passed since 

Lin Rui and Bucky were stunned. 

“There really is an official press conference! Are they going to come out to refute the rumors?! Or… is 

the alien invasion of the earth real?” Lin Rui muttered uncertainly as he watched the shrinking numbers 

on the screen in front of him. 



Neither Lin Rui nor Bucky thought that the site was hacked because SHIELD has the strength to let all the 

mainstream media cooperate with them to conduct a live webcast press conference. However, Lin Rui is 

still skeptical about the content of the upcoming press conference, and whether it would explain the 

London event. 

“Whether it’s true or not, we’ll find out later.” Hearing Lin Rui’s whisper, Bucky stared at the countdown 

to the last ten seconds. 

Tick ??tock~tick tock~tick tock~ 

Bucky and Lin Rui’s spirits gradually gathered as the countdown on the screen decreased every second. 

Lin Rui did not notice that with the rapid gathering of his spirit, a light Azura light came out of him, 

which is the manifestation of his internal energy. 

Click! 

Finally, the countdown on the computer screen returned to zero. Then the whole page automatically 

refreshes again but this time it takes a long time, with a delay of five or six seconds. It seems that in 

order to be able to broadcast the conference at the same time in so many mainstream media customer 

ports, the collateral load is also very large. 

Huh~ 

After a delay of five or six seconds, the stuck page finally reappeared. The picture that appears this time 

is a lens with a wide field of view. The front of the lens is aimed at the square in front of SHIELD’s 

headquarters building. It seems that this conference is also very important to SHIELD. 

After the screen has been shown, the conference has not started, the square in front of the SHIELD 

headquarters building in front of the camera is simply set up like a platform for the conference. For a 

world power like SHIELD, it’s a little too simple to broadcast live with such simple decorations. But 

maybe they really don’t care. 

Da Da Da Da~ 

Not long after the camera was facing the square in front of the SHIELD headquarters building, where no 

one had appeared, there was a burst of hurried footsteps on the screen. Then, media reporters wearing 

suits and holding various pieces of equipment quickly poured in front of the camera. 

“Here… How do I…” Looking at the picture on the screen, Lin Rui, who was staring at it carefully, had 

some strange thoughts in his mind. 

Lin Rui felt a sense of Deja Vu hitting him as he looked at these pictures. It seems that he has been to 

that place in the camera. Moreover, Lin Rui also felt a familiar feeling seeing the reporters who suddenly 

squeezed in front of the camera. 

Lin Rui, who had amnesia, did not know that he had actually been to the SHIELD headquarters more 

than once. As for the special feeling in his heart when he saw those reporters, that was because he 

started as a small trainee reporter when he first accepted the Mainline mission of the system. 

Speaking of which, although Lin Rui has stopped working in “The Daily Bugle”, his former editor-in-chief 

still retains his job position and he has been promoted to a full-time reporter. 



Bucky’s eyes kept blinking when Lin Rui had some weird feelings in his heart because of the pictures on 

the screen. Bucky is no stranger to the SHIELD headquarters building in the camera. A few months ago, 

he had fallen from the building into the pool below under artillery fire. It was also from that day that 

Bucky began to avoid the SHIELD. 

“All the reporters have arrived so why hasn’t it started yet? Although I don’t remember my life, I know a 

little bit about SHIELD. Isn’t the famous Captain America the director of SHIELD now?” Lin Rui whispered 

as he saw the scene on the laptop screen. 

“Captain America? He is indeed a very suitable person for this kind of conference.” Hearing Lin Rui’s 

words, Bucky’s eyes flashed and he said. 

Most of Bucky’s recovered memories are about his experiences with Captain America Steve Rogers 

before he became Winter Soldier. 

After being successfully transformed into a super soldier, Steve Rogers was not transferred to the front 

line to participate in the battle but was used as an advertisement prop to recruit troops all over the 

United States. So, for this kind of conference, Rogers is really the best choice. 

Hoo~ 

While Bucky and Lin Rui waited while staring at the computer screen, in the stabilized footage, the 

reporters suddenly became confused and all kinds of “weapons” were raised, and there was a burst of 

“commotion” aimed at the front. 

Ka Ka Ka! 

In the next moment, the live camera arranged by SHIELD absorbed all kinds of bright light in a timely 

manner, but Bucky and Lin Rui were still caught by the collective flashlights that appeared for a moment 

while staring at the screen. 

“These reporters are too crazy! I used to… er… What did I do before?!” Squinting slightly, Lin Rui can not 

help but complain. However, Lin Rui suddenly stopped when he was in the middle of speaking, and he 

didn’t know why he suddenly said such a sentence. But Lin Rui didn’t think much about it and focused 

his attention on the screen again. 

After a gust of flashing lights exploded, a figure finally appeared behind the press conference booth, 

which was originally empty in front of the camera. It was a team of about a dozen people. 

At the forefront was Captain America Steve Rogers, who was wearing a very refined blue and white 

combat uniform. It was the appearance of Captain America that made those reporters so excited. 

“That’s Captain America. He does look strong.” Lin Rui said indifferently as he looked at the tall figure 

walking toward the center of the camera. 

Lin Rui also has a strange feeling of familiarity with Captain America, but he doesn’t know if this feeling 

is an illusion, after all, he was probably just a Superhero fan before his memory loss. 

“Steve…” Like Lin Rui, Bucky also stared at the man in front of the camera and he silently called out the 

name of his former best friend. 



Chapter 900: Result 

While Lin Rui, Bucky, and most of the world were watching SHIELD’s conference, in the front plaza of the 

SHIELD headquarters building, Captain America had walked toward the high platform of the meeting. 

Ka Ka Ka ~ 

With the support of the SHIELD SWAT team, the excited reporters at the scene did not break through 

the human wall. However, the “weapons” in their hands have already taken countless photos in this 

short half minute and these pictures had already been sent back to their respective headquarters server. 

Da Da~ 

Under the gaze of countless pairs of eyes both on stage and behind the live camera, Rogers walked 

steadily to the center of the podium, where there was only a very simple, one-man microphone. 

Standing behind the microphone, Rogers quickly scanned the crowd of reporters who were hoping to 

get some juicy news. 

At this moment, Steve is feeling very sad. As Superheroes who risked their lives to defend the area, not 

many people care about how much danger they will encounter and how many injuries they will get. 

Everyone only cares about themselves, and only the news can make people excited and increase their 

TRP. 

However, although Rogers was very sad in his heart, he still believed that the world was worth saving, 

and the people just lacked a chance to truly understand the world. And today, he is here to uncover the 

true face of this world. Him: Steve Rogers, Captain America, he’s going to do something no previous 

heroes could or would have done. 

“Hello, I am sure everyone knows me but I will introduce myself. I’m Captain America, Steve Rogers, and 

I’m representing SHIELD for this temporary press conference.” After calming down, Rogers spoke with 

his head held high. 

“I think there was a lot of confusion among the reporters and countless people about the content of this 

conference. However, I would like to say that regarding the news circulating today about the alien 

invasion of Earth, it is… real!” 

Boom! ~~ 

… 

In the basement medical room of the Stark Industries building in the heart of New York, while Captain 

American Steve Rogers in the square in front of the Washington SHIELD headquarters was giving a 

presentation that would set the planet on fire, Tony and Peter and a couple of people from the League 

of Defenders are lying in the medical pod undergoing recovery. 

Dī Dī~ 

Dī Dī Drops~ 

In Stark’s well-equipped underground medical room, inside translucent medical pods, Tony and others 

are connected to a dozen vital wires that transmit data to JARVIS at every moment. 



Yesterday, there were so many people from the Earth side who participated in the London war. Except 

for a few people, all of them were seriously injured and almost lost their lives. 

Although there were many people on the earth side and they also received help from the Sorcerors, as 

well as the Asgard’s Warriors and the Destroyer. 

However, Malekith has the Aether with him and he detonated it with all his strength when he realized 

that he was surrounded from all sides and couldn’t complete his mission, so both sides lost the battle. 

Although Malekith was blasted back to the portal, the earth side also paid a heavy price. 

On the Earth side, the Sorcerers, who had been using magic for long-range attacks, suffered the least 

damage. Wong and the others were just hit by the power of the Aether. They could no longer cast spells 

for some time. After the battle, they were taken back to the Himalayas by other Sorcerers who came for 

them. 

Except for the four members of the Sorcerers, the luck of the others was not so good, and perhaps it 

was because they weren’t powerful enough to handle this kind of event. 

Iceman, as the only Level 5 Mutant had rushed to the front and received the greatest impact from the 

Aether, which almost directly triggered a riot of his mutant ability. 

If Iceman really couldn’t control his level 5 mutant ability under the impact of the Aether Particle energy 

and had lost control then maybe no one would have survived at that time. After all, the energy of a Level 

5 Mutant is almost infinite and it is enough to freeze everyone present in an almost zero-degree space. 

However, although Iceman controlled the riot of his own energy, he himself also faced the most 

powerful impact of the Aether particle, and he was almost swallowed up. Fortunately, the energy in his 

body was strong enough for him to survive this ordeal. 

In addition to Iceman, the brash Peter also rushed close enough. The little spider wanted to rush over to 

punch Malekith, but in the end, he was swept away by the Aether Particle energy without even touching 

anyone. 

The latest Spiderman suit was instantly shattered by the impact of the Aether Particle, and Peter fell into 

a coma without the ability to fight back under the impact of the Aether Particle. If Harry hadn’t caught 

Peter from behind in time, Peter the Spiderman would have been the first person in the room who 

might have lost his life. 

Although Harry caught the unconscious Peter, they still couldn’t escape the energy impact of the Aether 

Particle. After firing all the weapons in the Hoverboard, Harry could only hug the unconscious Peter as 

they got swallowed by the energy of the Aether Particle along with their other friends around them. 

After that, things were very simple. Although the burst of Aether Particle energy was powerful enough 

to block everyone’s attacks, Malekith couldn’t really control it. Facing so many powerful attacks at the 

same time, it was not surprising that Malekith lost control of the Aether in his hand. 

The Aether did not release its own energy at this end after Malekith lost his control over it but became 

more violent because of the lack of control, and almost indiscriminately carried out large-scale 

devouring in the heart of London. 



The situation after that was no longer under the control of the Earth side or the Dark Elf side and was 

completely the home field of the Aether Particles. 

Anyway, Malekith and The Kursed rushed into the Spaceship in such a chaotic situation and then drove 

the Spaceship into the portal amongst the various chaotic energy shockwaves to escape this scary place 

on Earth. 

During Malekith and Algrim’s escape into the Spaceship, the Hulk kept them behind and they ended up 

leaving in a Spaceship with a couple of huge punching holes. 

As for how the Aether calmed down later, Tony and others who were seriously injured did not know. 

Anyway, when the Helicarrier finally landed after the chaotic energy field below stopped, Tony and the 

others were seriously injured and unconscious. 

On the other hand, the Aether Particle was a small cloud of dark-red flying sand that was freely floating 

in the air. 

 


